Adverbs and Verbs

Find the adverb in each sentence. What verb does it describe?

1. The water lapped gently against my feet.

The adverb ________________ is describing the verb ________________.

2. My dog suddenly barked at the door.

The adverb ________________ is describing the verb ________________.

3. The acrobat walked carefully along the tightrope.

The adverb ________________ is describing the verb ________________.

4. Tyrese had to run quickly to catch the train.

The adverb ________________ is describing the verb ________________.

5. The hungry dog licked his lips greedily.

The adverb ________________ is describing the verb ________________.

Match up the following verbs and adverbs. Use them to write two of your own sentences.

1. ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
   ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________

2. ___________________________  ___________________________  ___________________________
Adverbs and Verbs Answers

Find the adverb in each sentence. What verb does it describe?

1. The water lapped gently against my feet.
   The **adverb** gently is describing the **verb** lapped

2. My dog suddenly barked at the door.
   The **adverb** suddenly is describing the **verb** barked

3. The acrobat walked carefully along the tightrope.
   The **adverb** carefully is describing the **verb** walked

4. Tyreese had to run quickly to catch the train.
   The **adverb** quickly is describing the **verb** run

5. The hungry dog licked his lips greedily.
   The **adverb** greedily is describing the **verb** licked

Match up the following verbs and adverbs. Use them to write two of your own sentences.

1. ___________________________  ___________________________  
   ___________________________  ___________________________
   ___________________________  ___________________________
   ___________________________  ___________________________

2. ___________________________  ___________________________  
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